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We now have perfect sense with scarcely any emendation. The alter- 
native lies in the phrases Ev VIEKa&c-otv and ev giir-, as well as in the ideas of 
"suffering agony" and "weakened in strength." Ev igot, the equivalent of 
the common ev 'utAXw (i.e., "in the crowd of living warriors"), is an exact 
alternative to "among the horrible corpses." 

Objection may be made to the form gto in Homer. gwvros is found, 
but never gnat. But can this objection outweigh the strong arguments for 
its use here ? Is not gwS itself a very rare Homeric form for wo's ? In fact, 
is not the verb taw (gUo) extremely flexible in its various forms and deriva- 
tives, and do we know the history of the word and its root sufficiently to 
reject g w2ot as an impossible Homeric form? If it is an " atrat XAEyoEvov," 
may it not be so simply because Homer never used the dative plural else- 
where? oovnat would have been quite as much an Qira$ XEAyp'uvov. More- 
over, is not gUs itself an &Xaa XEAyo,uvov, even if the accusative to'v, for 
giov, is found? 

I know that an attempt to emend Homer at this late date is a very bold 
and dangerous undertaking, but surely the accepted text lacks meaning, 
and a mere change in punctuation and accent cannot be considered much 
of a surgical operation. The poet Bryant, in his translation, 

Else might I long have lain 
In anguish, under heaps of carcasses, 
Or helplessly been mangled by his sword, 

renders the first two lines correctly, but in the third line discards tws entirely 
and leaves the alternative vague, for there is little difference between lying 
in anguish and being helplessly mangled. 

NicHoLAs E. CROSBY 
PiNE HILL, NEW YORK 

SIMPLICIUS de anima 146. 21 

a7ro yap r ey evEpyetas 4 ro t IIarX w ras 8VVa,JL Kat ra's ovatas rw 

7rpayy,uaLTv ytLVWOKOuElv. Quem locum respiciat non video is iayduck's com- 
ment. The reference is to Rep. 477 C. Oraoouev SVVa/JL et'vat )y/e`O TL 7(TWV 

ovrTv aO SKa" 7uEs Svvaa,ueOa a Svva4iuea. Plato's examples are 654ts and 
aKO?7 of which Simplicius is speaking, and he goes on to say that while he may 
define other things by shape and color, Svva,ews ' 'ES E'KEVO 'OVOV AC3X6w e'4. 
() re E&t Kat o a7repyagerat. The reference to aKKov recalls the passage to 
Simplicius' mind and perhaps quoting from memory, he generalizes its 
application to raTs SvvaEL Kat ra s ovlat'as rTnv vpay,uaTrv. As a neo-Platonist 

convinced that Plato and Aristotle meant the same thing he does not hesi- 
tate to read the Aristotelian evc'pyeta into Plato's a Svva4Lea and 'o arepyaE- 

rat. And I am not sure that he was wrong. He apprehends the essential 
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meaning of the passage which he thus loosely quotes better than many 
modern commentators do. Of course Simplicius may also have been think- 
ing of Sophist 247 E rTLGEaL yap opov [0'pt[tv] Ta WmTa wS Ecatv OVK aXXo rL 

7vXv SV vaptg. 
___________ PAUL SH OREY 

PRORSUS IN GELLIUS 

The inadequacy of our lexicons and indexes, except the comparatively 
few which record every instance of every word, is shown particularly by such 
words as prorsus, which the indexes either leave unmentioned or notice 
briefly and arbitrarily; unfortunately the same thing is true of many apparatus 
critici. In the preparation of some notes on prorsus, published in T.A.P.A., 
LI, pp. 30 ff., I collected from such sources only five examples in Gellius. 
A recent reading of the Noctes Atticae yielded no less than thirty-seven. In 
seven cases Gellius is translating from the Greek,' but in the one instance 
where the original is also given prorsus has no Greek equivalent (xx. 5. 8, 
omnium prosus = 7ravTwv). In a very free translation, or rather paraphrase, 
of Plato O-W'(pWv TcXe'Ws, Leges, 647 d., is rendered by continentem prorsum, 
Gell. xv. 2. 6; in two examiiples from Herodotus prorsus has no equivalent in 
the Greek. Besides the translations, we have quotations twice from 
Favorinus (ii. 22. 25 and ii. 26. 23), from a grammarian rejoicing in the 
name of Domitius Insanus (xviii. 7. 3), from Calvisius Taurus (xii. 5. 7), 
from Fronto (xix. 8. 11), from an anonymous grammarian "primae in 
docendo celebritatis" (vi. 17. 2), and from the verses of a young friend 
of Gellius who is described as OU'K a'ovoos (xix. 11. 4). Only the last of 
these is a quotation of the written word, so that the others may represent 
Gellius' own usage. Favorinus, in ii. 26. 23, furnishes what seems to be a 
unique example of prorsus modifying an adverb in the superlative degree,2 
which perhaps indicates that Gellius quoted him accurately. 

All the various forms of the word seem to occur in Gellius, who has 
prosum once (ix. 4. 6),3 prosus five times: ii. 8. 7 (prorsus erat, VPRs; 
prosumserat, A, indicating a variant reading prosum and prosus; erat pror- 
sus, s); ii. 22. 25 (cod. R); iv. 13. 4 (V: prorsus, PR): x. 3. 10 (cod. X); 
xx. 5. 8 (prorsus, QXOH); prorsum nine times: Praef. 9; ii. 12. 4; v. 5. 6; 
v. 9. 3; xi. 5. 7 (prorsus, II); xv. 2. 6; xvi. 3. 1 (prorsus, Y); xviii. 2. 1 
(- sum, Z; prorsus, X); xix. 11. 4 (prosum, X pr.; d rl,' Macr. P.) 
the last, as has been said, in a quotation, and prorsus twenty-two times. 

I v. 9. 3 (Hdt. i. 85); xvi. 19. 17 (Hdt. i. 24); v. 14. 15 (Apion Aegyptiaca); 
vii. 1. 2 (Chrysippus, llep't lpopoias); ix. 4. 6 (see below); xiii. 4. 2 (a letter of 

Olympias, mother of Alexander); xx. 5. 8 (a letter of Alexander). 

2 Quoted below. August. Soll. 1. 10, "prorsus mihi unus Ciceronis liber facillime 

persuasit nullo modo petendas esse divitias," does not seem to be parallel. 

3 The reading, a conjecture of Hagen's, is uncertain, but fairly probable; it is 

accepted both by Hertz and by Hosius; codex a has "pros (profi) um (petet anti) 

spectantia." The passage is quoted below. 
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